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What is 
THE MEDIC?
THE MEDIC is a community driven publication that aims 
to inform and engage medical students of UTAS. The key 
word here is ‘community driven.’ This means that absolutely 
everybody is encouraged to contribute. We are particu-
larly excited to facilitate open conversations on topics like 
culture in medicine, med-school tips, global health, politics, 
how to get your “swag” on at Med Ball, as well as keeping 
you up to date with all our events and opportunities!

It won’t be all serious nor will it be all #YOLO. It’ll be what 
we make it and that’s really exciting. Article submissions, 
comments and feedbacks are all very welcome at publica-
tion@tumss.org.au - please don’t be discouraged if you’ve 
never written anything before. (We bet you’ve at least 
published a FB status that’s gotten more than a few ‘likes’.) 
We’re all ears at THE MEDIC and we’re happy to help. 

Gab Dejanipont (MED V)
Publication Officer

tumss.org.au
facebook.com/

TUMSS.MedSoc
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WELCOME, MEDLETS
It is with great pleasure I welcome 
you to 2015 in a publication, The 
Medic, that is very close to my heart 
and which has served UTAS medical 
students for 50 years. The Medic has 
undergone a series of transformations 
since it was first printed decades ago 
and has represented changing social 
attitudes and style over the years. 
Recently I was fortunate to see some 
scanned copies of Medics from yester-
year. I have no doubt that the content 
of both the text and images in these 
old editions would nowadays land us 
on the front page of The Mercury pos-
sibly along with my picture and words 
along the lines of ‘sexist medical stu-
dent shame’. Nevertheless, I think in 
our 50th year as the premier medical 
student society of Tasmania we should 
be celebrating our achievements and 
reflecting on the past contribution 
TUMSS has, or perhaps hasn’t, made 
to the wider medical society within 
Tasmania. 

As President in 2015, I will be working 

to ensure a successful 50th year for 
TUMSS both socially and academical-
ly. I will be helped by a great executive 
and general committee who have al-
ready put in a great deal of effort over 
the summer holiday. Soon you will 
have the chance to join the TUMSS 
general committee as year group or 
clinical school representatives and I 
encourage you to apply for these posi-
tions and to join the team!

Let me introduce the executive. 
Vice-President Academic Clive Reekie 
will be coordinating numerous events 
that older students will know well: 
Electives night, Careers night and 
Leadership Development Seminar to 
name a few. Matthew McCartney and 
Sanith Cheriyan will be leading the 
party scene as Vice-President’s So-
cial. MedBall and Cocktail will be huge 
this year with some surprises to come 
concerning venue and themes. 

Be ready for our first event of the year: 
Societies Day on the Wednesday of 

TUU O-Week and a major barrel which 
is looking like it will be shared with the 
Law kids on the Sandy Bay Campus 
– the first ever MedicoLegal Barrel! 
These events are not to be missed 
and we look forward to welcoming you 
into the TUMSS and UTAS community 
at both of them.

Behind the scenes we have some 
excellent fresh faces on the TUMSS 
executive for 2015 while also retaining 
some old-hands to keep us on the 
straight and narrow. Charles Haward 
is performing secretarial duties out 
of Launceston. He is joined there by 
Publications Officer Gab Dejanipont, 
Treasurer Kaitlyn Wiltshire, AMA 
representative Jack Lego and Grad-
uation Chair Candace Tran. Also in 
Launceston is AMSA representative 
David Titchen who will be leading the 
TUMSS charge at #Melbourne15 and 
GHC. 

In Hobart we have Ann Ly looking 
after Sponsorship and controlling the 
website and all other IT is Nishant 
Chintapalli. Importantly for first years 
we have Aishwarya Sudaharakan in 
Hobart as Student Welfare Officer. 
She can be your first point of call with 
issues you may face as you adjust to 
the medical student life. 

This year we welcome the new Tasma-
nian Student Pathology Society, under 
the leadership of Mrunmayee Bhaler-
ao, to TUMSS. Of course the Tasma-
nian Anatomy and Surgical Interest 
Network will continue, this year led 
by James Waldron. I encourage all of 
you with an interest in these specialty 
areas to join these groups and benefit 
from them.

Good luck for the 2015 year and I will 
see you at Societies Day!

Henry West (Honours Student)
President of TUMSS
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Crisis on the summit
Your alarm goes off. You get up reluc-
tantly. You’re thousands of kilometres 
from home, hours from any real civili-
zation, and outside it’s dark, cold and 
wild. But this isn’t Burnie. You’re in Sri 
Lanka preparing to climb a mountain, 
and though you don’t know it, about to 
be thrust into a critical situation.

This is the situation I found myself in, 
with Chantelle, on the weekend during 
our elective. This mountain, Adam’s 
peak, is believed by many Buddhists 
to hold on its summit the impression of 
Buddha’s footprint, making the climb 
an important pilgrimage. We, like most 
tourists, began the climb at 2am for 
the chance to see the sunrise from the 
summit, and to put our cardiovascular 
fitness to the test over the 1000m+ 
ascent.

We had spent the weekdays over the 
past few weeks in the Kandy Teaching 
Hospital which, with 2 300 beds is the 
second largest in the country. We had 
been exposed to friendly people, great 
food, interesting medicine and new 
diseases. We had been challenged 
to recall knowledge long thought lost 
(during anaesthetics, textbook knowl-
edge of respiratory physiology was 
assumed) and had to practice skills 
that we had rarely/never used at home 
(intubate with half a laryngoscope?*). 
But we had expected all this. We were 
medical students doing a medical 
elective in a medical hospital. Par for 
the course.

So when we were on our weekend 
trip, we expected that to be put far 
behind us. We began the climb up 
Adam’s peak sleepy but excited, but 
soon began getting tired and irritable. 
The path continued seemingly infinite-
ly, with a series of lights illuminating 
the path snaking upwards. After about 
three hours we were nearing the sum-
mit. Here, the path narrowed to just 
enough room for one person at a time, 
and it was getting crowded. We had 
expected this – one local told us at the 
hospital it had taken him three days to 
make the climb over the Buddhist new 
year in April. So we patiently waited 
and climbed a few steps at a time, and 

now our pace had slowed, we began 
to feel the mountainous cold. 

As we turned a corner, we saw a 
bigger crowd in front of us, and no one 
was moving forward. Sensing some-
thing was wrong, Chantelle pushed 
ahead to ask if anyone needed help. 
I followed, and saw people pressed in 
around a man lying on the ground. He 
looked like a local, and was about our 
age. He was lying motionless, with no 
respiratory effort and his eyes were 
staring blankly forward. He was clearly 
cyanosed. One bystander was at-
tempting CPR, but succeeding only in 
pushing him a few centimetres  down 
the mountain with each compression. 
We introduced ourselves as medical 
students, and thankfully one of the 
bystanders could speak English as he 
quickly translated for us. We organ-
ised some of the men to help lift him, 
and as I steadied his neck we carried 
him to a flat area and laid him on his 
back. I grabbed his shoulder and tried 
to rouse him, but no-one seemed to 
know his name. He just continued to 
lie still, looking more like a cadaver in 
the dissection lab than a living, breath-
ing person. 

At this point, I remember the feeling of 
adrenaline rushing through my veins. 
It was still dark, cold and windy on 
the side of the mountain and our only 
source of light was a few torches. We 
hadn’t had enough sleep, and our legs 
were aching from the climb, and there 
was no one more senior to tell us what 
to do. We were both terrified. 

I began to give chest compressions, 
half expecting him to immediately 
wake up and push me off. But he 
continued to lay still. Chantelle called 
out for someone to call the police, but 
there was no mobile phone reception. 
Someone ran off down the mountain 
to the police post to summon help. 
We rummaged through his pockets for 
clues. We put spare jackets over his 
body to warm him up, and checked 
for injuries. While I swapped over 
for compressions, I found he was 
pulseless. I grabbed my phone, and 
checked his pupils with the flashlight – 

thankfully they were both responsive. 
I checked in his mouth, but there was 
nothing. At this stage I felt very thank-
ful for the time I’d spent in the skills 
lab with a certain handsome, bearded 
Queenslander drilling us on BLS.

After a while, his friends arrived and 
told us his name. We took a medi-
cal history, but he was apparently a 
normal, healthy fit young man who 
had just fallen behind and presumably 
collapsed. They were clearly con-
cerned and asked to help - we taught 
them how to give mouth to mouth 
which they took to while we continued 
compressions. Then a few police-
men turned up. They seemed largely 
unconcerned and didn’t offer any help, 
but did at least keep the crowds back. 
We were asking for a doctor, or para-
medic or any medical supplies, but 
there didn’t seem to be anything close. 
There was a doctor at the summit, but 
he was tied up helping someone else. 
We tried to explain that he should 
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be told this was an emergency, but 
it didn’t seem to get through. At one 
point, a Buddhist monk came past and 
started praying over the young man.

After an hour and a half of giving CPR, 
the doctor finally arrived. He was a Sri 
Lankan local, in his mid thirties and 
was also in no sort of rush. I have con-
structed a table of supplies I expected 
he would be able to bring vs. reality. 

Supplies I hoped would arrive
- A few bags of normal saline, with 
14/16 gauge cannula
- ECG with defibrillator, adrenaline, 
amiodarone
- Bag valve mask, oxygen cylinder and 
OP/NP airway

Supplies that actually arrived
- One bag of 5% dextrose, with 22 
gauge cannula
- Bottle of GTN 
- Stethoscope with one working ear-
piece

We introduced ourselves to the doctor, 
and he considered the patient while 
we continued CPR. He felt for a pulse 
and checked his pupils. He put in his 
tiny cannula and found a bystander to 
hold the bag. After a while, the patient 
began to gurgle, and appeared to 
be trying to take some breaths. I felt 
a weak carotid pulse. We rolled him 
to left lateral and tried to encourage 
him to breathe. He stopped breath-
ing again, so we resumed CPR. This 
happened a few times. He also started 
to writhe and roll around with abnor-
mal posturing. The doctor thought he 
had hypothermic cardiac arrest, with 
cerebral hypoxia. I thought I was out of 
my depth. 

After about another hour, as our 
hopes for his survival faded, the police 
organised a stretcher to carry the 
young man to the base of the moun-
tain. It would take this specialised 
team at least an hour to run down the 
mountain. At the base, an ‘ambulance’ 
(equipped only with an oxygen tank!) 
could meet them and take him to the 
nearest hospital – a three hour drive. 
The doctor didn’t like his chances, but 
thought it’s better to try. We placed our 
patient on the stretcher, then watched 
him carried off. One of his friends took 
my mobile number and promised to 
let us know what happened to him. 
Locals gave us cups of hot tea and 
biscuits, grateful for our help. 

We quickly finished the climb and 
admired the view from the summit. 
Though we had missed the sunrise, 
the view was spectacular and we 
visited the shrine around the sacred 
footprint. It was getting hot so we 
made the long descent, which was 
even more painful than the climb. Our 
legs would be jelly for quite some time.

A few days later, as we resumed our 
elective, my phone rang. It was the 
young man, who said that he was 
doing very well in hospital and was 
expected to be going home soon. The 
next day we heard that he was back 
at work, and he invited us for a meal 
at his house. Given his state on the 
mountain, we could not believe he had 
survived. 

I realise this is at risk of becoming a 
reflective essay, but I’d like to make 
a few points. It was while we were 
on our weekend and away from the 
hospital that we had our most dramatic 
experience on elective. While no med-
ical student wants to find themselves 
in such a life or death situation, I think 
that we should realise that, given the 
skills and knowledge we have been 
entrusted with, it is our responsibility 
to help. Though we may only have a 
little experience, as part of the medical 
profession we must not let those skills 
go to waste while others are in need. 
This is part of who we are now. Par for 
the course.

Declan Sharp (Med V - LCS)
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Welcome back medlets! And a special 
welcome to the first years. We hope 
you’re excited, I know I was, and still 
am. I was also super confused, not 
knowing what’s to expect. I don’t have 
any doctors in my family, and I was too 
shy to go ahead and quiz anybody I 
didn’t know very well.  What I had was 
access to televisions. This shaped my 
perception of medicine to works of 
fiction which paved the way for some 
serious surprises. Apparently every-
one doesn’t just bang each other like 
they do in Grey’s – but it doesn’t have 
to be that way! Jokes aside, we hope 
this list will save you from the other, 
more legitimate, surprises.
 
1) You’re now a medium 
size fish in a gigantic 
pond. Entering medical school is 
challenging. If you’re a perfectionist, 
be ready to face the fact that you 
might not get A+ every time like you 
used to. You’re no longer the 95th per-
centile of your cohort – you’re among 
the 95th percentile. This means that 
the new standard you’re facing is 
much higher than before, and it’s okay 

not to get high distinctions. Remember 
that when you pass this degree, you 
become a doctor and that’s a very 
big deal. *Lame joke alert.* You know 
what they call a medical student with 
50% on their finals? A DOCTOR! Of 
course, I don’t encourage you to aim 
for just 50% but I want you to remem-
ber what passing med school means. 
Don’t freak out if you don’t get A+.

2) You might not under-
stand anything about anything 
for the first few months and that’s 
okay. I wish that I’d got this advice 
before starting med school because it 
would have saved me many sleepless 
nights. It might seem obvious but med 
school is very different to high school. 
There is a shift from classroom and 
homework to lecture and tutorial – this 
can be very jarring. We’ve spent years 
perfecting learning techniques for one 
system, and now we’re forced to adapt 
to another. In a way, you’re not a 
“medium size fish in a gigantic pond”. 
You’re a medium size fish a forest. 
Weird. This can bring about feelings of 
hopelessness but you’ll find a way.  

Give yourself time to adjust. Try new 
and different learning techniques. 
Remember that your initial confusion 
is not a reflection of your capability or 
your potential. It’s perfectly okay to be 
confused at first. Don’t let it discour-
age you. 

3) Do things your own 
way. Your friends may use those 
books, or study in that place, or that 
way – that doesn’t have to affect you. 
Do not compare your methods with 
others (unless you’re not studying at 
all!) Find out what works for you. If a 
library suffocates you, go off to study 
on the grass somewhere. You can 
highlight your book a million different 
colours, or stick post-it notes till it can 
barely close, or make short notes or 
flow-charts or tables or diagrams. 
You can study alone or in a group. 
Whatever works for YOU. And if your 
friend comes up and gloats mentions 
that he’s read the Paediatrics book 
twice already, and you’re still halfway 
through your first reading – do not 
panic. His way of studying is probably 
different from yours, and as far as you 
know, maybe not as effective. Re-
membering this tip will save you many 
blinding moments of panic and help 
you focus on what you need to do.

4) Make friends. You will need 
them. You will share laughter, advice, 
and maybe even a home. Some of 
them may be your future colleagues. 
All of them will be the people who 
understands you the most for the next 
few years. Do not be that selfish per-
son who only thinks about themselves 
and does things purely for their own 
gain (and you will, alas, meet such 
people). Watch somebody’s back, be-
cause your own needs to be watched 
as well. Look for supportive friendship 
over competitive rivalry. You are not 
infallible, and you do not need to do 
this alone.

5) It’s not all about med-
icine. You can think of this as either 
a cliché, or a classic med student 
issue because you will fall into this 
trap sooner or later. You may think you 
don’t have the time for hobbies, friends 
or a social life. You do. It may not be 
as easy as it was before, and you may 
have to sacrifice here and there, but 
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you don’t need to become a one-di-
mensional person. You want to be 
more than a doctor by the end of this. 
Explore and maintain other interests. 
Go to social gatherings. Join a sport 
club. Keep contact with people outside 
your daily sphere (even if it is to meet 
up for drinks once in a blue moon). 
You will need those other experiences 
for personal growth and to, you know, 
enjoy life! Don’t lose it.

6) Seek opportunities. It’s 
easy to ride along the tides of med 
school without looking to see what 
opportunities are sailing by. This may 
be traveling, volunteering, research, 
tutoring, leadership, online course, 
honours, part-time work, attending 
conference, exchange program, 
scholarships or writing something for 
THE MEDIC! It doesn’t have to be 
all academic. There is so much you 
can do with/at med school. Look for 
opportunities, decide what you want 
and go for it! 

If you’re interested to learn more about 
TUMSS you can find us on Facebeook 

wear your TUMSS
Warm, comfortable and swotvac-proof. Get your limited run of TUMSS Hoddie and sweat pants - and let the plebeians 

know who you are! Or  stay  inside all day and snuggle up. Your wearable blanky won’t judge you.

and www.tumss.org.au. Alternatively, 
speak to us in person; we’re always 
happy for a chat.

7) Take it seriously. This is 
not high school. You can’t slack off all 
year in the hope that you will learn ev-
erything from books later. If you could 
become a doctor just by buying the 
right books, you could do it at home. 
Medicine isn’t a correspondence 
course, because you need to learn by 
doing and discussing. This applies to 
the pre-clinical years, but even more 
so once you have the privilege (for a 
privilege it is) to be in a hospital. Of 
course, there will be those who disap-
pear during that first week, and only 
show up for exams. Those people are 
doing it wrong. I know I want my doc-
tor to be much more than book-smart.

8) Ask for help. You’re not 
alone in this. If you’re having a hard 
time, chances are, there are other 
people are having a hard time too. 
This extends beyond your academic 
life. Your social, emotional and spiritu-
al health are all important too. Know 

that there are plenty of people and 
resources to help you. Teaching staff, 
colleagues, senior students, family, 
counsellor, your GP, Clive the aca-
demic rep and Ash the welfare officer. 
There’s also the way of anonymous 
online forums! A great resource for the 
twenty-first century. 

Last important tip: Take 
what you like and leave the rest. Your 
friends, lecturers, family – they may 
have things to say that may not fit with 
your style, or they may not understand 
you. Take what you like, and leave the 
rest. That includes our suggestions 
too!  

Of course, becoming a doctor is a 
journey that’s different for everybody 
so seek out as many perspectives as 
you can. Remember that you’re here 
now, and you are not alone, and you 
can do this. It’s going to be a great 
journey. Welcome to med school!

Gab Dejanipont (MED V)
Publication Officer
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YOU’VE GOT 
MAIL
It was two days before the dreaded 
CAM201 exam. There was still a lot 
of cramming to do. I was hungry, 
stressed and incredibly irritable (as I 
am when panic sets in). Desperate for 
a break, I decided to take a walk and 
calm myself down. When I got back 
home, I found an envelope awaiting 
me on the kitchen bench - an enve-

Let’s pass 
ace this 
year!
Hello everyone and welcome to 2015. 
Whether you are at the beginning of 
your degree or returning for another 
year of slavery I would like to intro-
duce myself and outline what I hope 
to achieve this year.  For those of you 
who don’t know me my name is Clive 
Reekie and I am your TUMSS Aca-
demic VP. In what looms to be a very 
exciting year I will be here to act as 
one of your first points of call for any 
major issues that you have regarding 
academic ventures. 

For first years this may include (but 
not be limited to):
- Advice regarding different approach-
es to study
- Advice on good places to find infor-
mation
- Information about/referral to other 
people who may be able to help you

For all years this may include: 
- Queries/applications for conference 
support
- Information about research contacts/
opportunities
- Issues arising at different clinical 
schools 
- Information about/referral to other 
people who may be able to help you

I will also be organising Career’s Night 
and 3rd Year Osce Tutorials. 

To provide you with a bit of back-
ground information about myself, I 
grew up at Kingston Beach which 
is a few kilometres south of Hobart. 
Through this time I attended public 
school and decided that I wanted to 
pursue a career in medicine around 
year 10. I am now in fourth year 
and am based at the Hobart Clinical 
School/RHH for 2015. With regards 
to what I hope to achieve this year I 
am aiming to continue the good work 
of past academic VP’s along with a 
few new initiatives that will hopefully 
be established by the time 1st and 
2nd years begin. The major focus of 
these is to increase the involvement 
of the senior students in pre-clinical 
student learning not only to benefit 
academic performance but also to 
strengthen ties across year groups. I 
am also working to establish an online 
database for pre-clinical years with the 
intention of providing access to good 
student notes, textbook recommenda-
tions and quality online resources.
 
I hope that this appeals to you. I am 
also highly interested in hearing about 
concerns from each year group re-
garding the academic program which I 
can discuss with the School of Med-
icine. It would be best if these were 
initially communicated to me through 
TUMSS year group academic reps. I 
should also add that if ever you have 
questions feel free to either approach 
me in person or contact me at vpac-
ademic@tumss.org.au. I am always 
happy to chat and help in any way that 
I can. 

Clive Reekie (MED IV)
Academic Vice President

lope with my name and address hand-
written on it. Intrigued, I opened it and 
immediately broke into a huge smile. 

It was a letter. To me. From an old 
friend who I had not been in touch 
with for over a year. This was, with-
out a doubt, the best thing that had 
happened since the start of swotvac. 
It told me that someone was thinking 
about me. And they didn’t simply send 
me fifty smiling emojis on Whatsapp or 
type a few lines on Facebook Messen-
ger. They sat down and wrote to me. 
And that made me happy. 

Now you’re probably thinking, ‘god, 
this is super lame and romanticist. 
What era is she living in? Who has 
the time to write letters! I’d die without 
Facebook!’ And that is fine. But think 
about it! When was the last time you 
wrote someone a letter or received 
one from someone you know? Think 
about how good it would feel to find a 
letter or a card amongst the pile of bills 
and advertisements. 

I love letters. I think the appeal is 
largely sentiment. There is something 
beautiful about reading a letter that 
makes an email or a text emotionless 
in comparison. There is the element of 
surprise and that warm, fuzzy feeling 
you get when you realise that some-
one actually made the effort to hand 
write a letter, put it in an envelope, 
stamp it and mail it. It’s a simple ges-
ture, yet so real. 

Our parents’ generation will tell us of 
the agony of having to wait days or 
weeks for the postman. They will re-
mind us how lucky we are to be living 
in the technological era where commu-
nication is as simple as typing words 
into a box and hitting ‘send’. Only, no 
one reminisces about epic texts and 
romantic emails. They lack the charm 
of handwritten letters. In ‘The Note-
book’, Noah didn’t say ‘I texted you 
everyday for a year’. That would have 
been absurd. In the place of social 
networking sites and Skype calls, the 
generation before us had letters and 
in my opinion, they are the refreshing 
counterparts of the drab banality of 
instant messaging. 
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I happened to read this somewhere 
– ‘the decline in letter writing consti-
tutes a cultural shift so vast that in the 
future, historians may divide time not 
between B.C. and A.C. but between 
the eras when people wrote letters 
and when they did not.’ And while that 
may be a slight exaggeration of the 
lack of writing in our generation, I tend 
to agree with the point it is trying to get 
across. Letters have a force of lega-
cy. They get folded, unfolded, read, 
reread. So, pick up a pen and write 
every once in a while! Because for 
the price of a stamp, you can light up 
someone’s day. 

Ash Sudhakaran (Med III)
Student Welfare Officer

THE BAD 
GUYS IN 
HEALTH 
CARE
Now, if you’re anything like me, it’s 
impossibly hard to have a conversa-
tion about anything political. There’s 
something about words like “the 
federal budget” that makes the brain 
release the neurotransmitter fuckoffxy-
tocin. This causes the frontotemporal 
lobes (the ”thinky-thinky parts” for you 
first years) to shut down. The issue 
with this “neurotransmitter” is that it 
prevents us from having constructive 
discussions about important topics 
that we should probably have before 
becoming a doctor. To avoid that, let’s 
try taking a dose of this channel block-
er that is THE MEDIC and, hopefully, 
stop the fuckoffxytocin from working. 
This article will discuss a pharma-
ceutical company as an example of 
real world problems, and how we can 
grapple with this complexity.

As a medical student, I have been 
encouraged to imagine pharmaceuti-
cal companies monolithically as this 
evil mass of profiting machine. You 
hear doctors talk about manipulative 
pharmaceutical reps, and you hear 
patients complain about losing their 
fortune over medications. However, 
this good-vs-bad narrative doesn’t 
allow room for a deeper understanding 
of this issue, and it won’t help us solve 
our health care problems. 

In America last year, Warner Chilcott 
has, overnight, jacked up their price 
for Asacol, an anti-inflammatory drug 
used to treat ulcerative colitis, by 
1200%. This medication went from 
costing $50/month to $620/month. 
This was quickly met with feelings 
of anger and disappointment which 
prompted emotional responses like 
“How the f**k can a company be so 
evil?” On the first level of complexity, 
we might imagine that Roger Boisson-
neault, the CEO of Warner  Chilcott, 
works for his shareholders and not the 
patients. The issue with this simple 
narrative is that it promotes emotion-
al response to a “bad guy” over any 
actual solution to the problem. 

To understand the second level of 
complexity here we must understand 
capitalism and how it works. Capi-
talism is an economic system that’s 
characterised by the competitive free 
market. In this system, goods and ser-
vices are privately owned and operat-
ed for profit. This encourages personal 
investment towards innovation and 
efficiency. These, in turn, promote 
economic growth. In our example, 
raising the price for Asacol is by far the 
most efficient way for Warner Chilcott 
to maximise their profit. This under-
standing helps to shift our source of 
problem from personal to systemic.  

On the third level of this complexity, it 
has been argued that capitalism is a 
flawed system for health care. Capi-
talism is optimised for efficiency and 
in its search for cost-effectiveness it 
will exploit anything we allow it. This 
includes sick patients who can’t fairly 
negotiate prices because they need 
their medications to, like, stay alive. 
Many countries including Australia 
have tried to work around this issue by 
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implementing a government controlled 
market. Here, the drug supplier nego-
tiates cost of medication with the gov-
ernment, not the desperate patients. 
This seems to help reduce the price of 
prescription drugs. 

However, the fourth level of complexity 
lies in the concern that government 
controlled market doesn’t encourage 
innovation and growth. Drugs are 
incredibly expensive to develop and 
if we lessen the financial incentive to 
produce these drugs then the phar-
maceutical companies aren’t going 
to invest in it. This means that we are 
sacrificing future progress for afford-
able medication. The new drugs won’t 
be expensive – if they don’t exist. We 
have data[1] showing that countries 
with government controlled markets, 
like Canada and Australia, contribute 
far less to drugs development than 
countries with free market, like the 
United States. 

Does this mean that we’ll have to tol-
erate ridiculously expensive drugs to 
continue medical progress? Not nec-
essarily. The beauty of the free market 
is that once other companies see 
the profit in a particular market, they 
will start competing for that big bag 
of money. This fifth level of complex-
ity here shows us that the eventual 
increase in supply will create cheaper 
and better drugs. Here, we can see 
that capitalism promotes innovation 
which is a good thing – but this doesn’t 
necessary equate to better health. 

The sixth level of complexity here is 
that innovation from the free market 
follows profit NOT world happiness. 
The free market won’t incentivise 
good health unless there’s direct 
profit to be made, and there are times 
when there’s not a lot of profit to be 
made from lifesaving medications. 
Like malaria for example. Beside the 
humanitarian arguement, we know 
that eradicating malaria in Africa will 
enormously increase productivity and 
global economy, but since most people 
in Africa with malaria can’t afford new 
expensive drugs, there isn’t a lot of 
direct profit to be made – and thus, 
malaria remains responsible for the 
second largest death toll of all com-
municable diseases (even more than 
Ebola.)

Now, how do we promote innovation 
without sacrificing affordability? How 
do we redirect our market to incentiv-
ise good health? These are far more 
productive questions than “How the 
f**k can a company be so evil?” I don’t 
know how we can get to a post-capital-
ist world like they did in Star Trek, but 
I know that we won’t find any answer 
by blindly vilifying ‘big companies’. 
We can see that real world issues 
rarely confine to the simple narrative 
of good-vs-evil. There are no real bad 
guys we can fight in an epic finale. I 
want to encourage us to embrace this 
complexity or we’re going to be lying 
to ourselves, and we can’t keep lying 
to ourselves if we want to seriously 
solve real world problems. I’m abso-
lutely certain that there are deeper 
levels of complexity here. I might even 
be straight up wrong. We’re all about 
open discussions here on THE MED-
IC, and we’d love to hear what the 
medlets think. 

Gab Dejanipont (MED V)
Publication Officer

Reference
[1] Giovanny Leon,The Pharma-
ceutical Industry in Germany 2009, 
visited on 2/2/15 at www.scribd.com/
doc/23394781/The-Pharmaceutical-In-
dustry-in-Germany-2009

To all our grizzled clin school vets, 
tried and tested second years and 
our fresh-faced medlets: welcome to 
2015! It’s Sanith and Matt here (your 
Social VPs) and we’re hijacking a few 
columns of this lovely edition to give 
you an inside scoop into the social 
calendar we’ve been brewing up over 
the summer!

We’re both strongly of the belief that 
everyone in med school works far too 
hard. As a result, this year’s calendar 
has been designer to make sure you 
can party even harder! We’ve got big 
plans to make sure this year caters to 
our fun loving cohort like never before!

So grab your diaries and get pencil-
ing! Remember, your annual doctors 
checkup/anniversary/mother’s birthday 
come around every year – a social 
calendar this good is a one-time offer!
- MedCamp (Feb 21st) - kick off the 
year and welcome our newest breth-
ren in style! Get hustling on those cos-
tumes – Spotlight only has so much 
body paint!
- MED X LAW Barrels (March 6th) 
#medicolegalbarrel
- Our new Winter Bash (Mid May) 
shake off that seasonal affective disor-
der with a wild night in the city with the 
Med crew! 
- MedBall (Likely August 8th) – the 
premier Med soiree! Ditch those lab-
coats and track-pants and frock up for 
a truly glamorous evening!

Supporting the main acts will be a 
swathe of events organinsing by other 
hardworking TUMSS groups and 
organisations around the Med School; 
sporting days, quiz nights, the ever-ex-
iting Red Party and much more!
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We know you all work harder than any 
uni student should ever have to – so 
make sure to take the time to blow off 
some steam! There is a fun filled world 
outside the library and over the stacks 
of lecture notes – it’s where loyal 
TUMSS team is waiting with good 
music and cold beers!

With our special brand of chocolate 
brown love,

Sanith Cheriyan and Matthew McCa-
rtney
Co-Social Vice Presidents

Life as an 
Interna-
tional 
student 
Before leaving home and coming to 
Australia, friends and family always 
warned me, saying that I should 
be prepared to experience ‘Culture 
Shock’. I still remember my first time 
experiencing cultural shock. It was 
during a family holiday in the States 
and we were staying in a family 
friend’s guest house, and I couldn’t 
understand how the family could 
use disposable utensils so readily. I 
remember washing my plastic ‘dispos-
able’ red cup after using it instead of 
throwing it away and couldn’t under-
stand why they would throw away a 
perfectly good cup. 

Back to my point, I personally didn’t 
think I could be too shocked as I have 
had a few family holidays in western 
countries and have a brother and 
uncle who live here. So I was pretty 
aware of some of the culture here. 
Nothing could have prepared me for 
the shock on how almost every aspect 
of our culture was different, and this is 
coming for a person with a fair amount 
of exposure to the western culture, 
imagine some poor bloke who has 
spent his entire life living in a different 
country and different culture. 

Coming from a relatively vibrant city 
(though my Singaporean friends may 
beg to differ the definition of vibrant), 
the early unreasonable closing hours 
of most shops was a big surprise. It is 
a bit disappointing when all I have for 
entertainment in the evening are bars, 
pubs and clubs in general, especially 
if I’m not a drinking person. I suppose 
a big cultural difference is what we 
do when hanging out with friends. To 
a typical Australian, a night out with 
friends means having some pre-drinks 
before going out to a  pub for a meal, 
more conversation over beer/cider 
and ending the night get smash-ed 
and dancing and whatever local night 
club there is. I can’t speak for other 
international Students but as an Asian 
from South East Asia a typical night 
out back home means having dinner 
with friends in a restaurant/ food court 
followed by a movie or karaoke and 
perhaps supper at our local mamak 
after that. 0% alcohol involved. 
 
Another aspect that strikes me is the 
attitude towards life. I’ve observed 
that the Australians that I’ve met are 
generally more casual and slack, 
living life with few worries, or concern 
over judgement from others. In con-
trast, coming from a Chinese family 
background, I’ve been brought up to 
always be aware of and concerned 
about how others perceive us and how 
our actions can shape how we are 
perceived. There has always been a 
big emphasis on respecting our elders 
the idea that ‘the-teacher-is-always-
right. Contradicting our teachers was 
always met with swift punishment as it 
was seen as a sign of disrespect. In a 
way, this has shaped many of us not 
to question ideas and opinions and 

not to speak out or ask questions for 
fear of retribution. This habit has been 
ingrained so deeply into so many of us 
that sometimes we don’t even realise 
it. 
 
Even the way we think and process 
information is different. The individual-
ity and critical thinking capabilities of 
Australians in a classroom has always 
been a point of envy for me. They 
readily cast doubts, express different 
opinions, and speak up about con-
fusion with ease. In contrast, a con-
fucianistic style of setting exist back 
home. We are a culture that respects 
authority and follows it without a 
second thought. A lecturer or teachers 
often represent some form of authority 
that is not to be challenged or doubt-
ed, we are expected to understand 
and remember without question. At 
times, Westerners can be seen as 
a form of authority and this form of 
‘respect’ translates over as well.  
 
Coming from an academically focused 
family, weekdays have always been 
school days filled with school and 
tuition while the weekends were filled 
with music and sport classes. Week-
ends were the only time for ‘fun’ and 
you NEVER went out with friends on 
a weekday. So even after being in 
Australia for 18 months I still find it 
weird when people go out to the pub/
bar during a weekday. And I feel that a 
lot of people of similar upbringing can 
relate. I suppose in a way this pro-
vides an over-simplified explanation 
why international students find it hard 
to get involved in college activities.

I could go on and on about this, but I 
think that this article is long enough. 
Let me just end by saying that in order 
for 2 different cultures to work togeth-
er, it is not enough to just discover 
and acknowledging the differences but 
accepting, tolerating and embracing 
them, a responsibility that applies to 
both parties. 

Anonymous
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join the clubs
Making 
the first 
incision
It’s amazing how fast the years in 
medical school go by. It only feels 
like yesterday when I was sitting in 
a crowd of students tuning into one 
of Derek’s many fine anatomy lec-
tures. Now I find myself on the verge 
of doctorhood, and with this I have 
been blessed with being the TASIN 
representative for 2015. TASIN, which 
stands for Tasmanian Anatomy and 
Surgery Interest Network, is a young 
society within TUMSS. We are respon-
sible for the arrangement of various 
surgical-related events throughout the 
year - namely plastering, suturing and 
the surgical careers expo. These are 
to not only hone your skills in these 
areas, but to get you thinking if a 
career in surgery is suited for you! If 
Derek has sparked any sort of interest 
in anatomy or surgery in you, then you 
should be sure to keep an eye out for 
our events throughout the year - one 
of the best ways to do so is by liking 
our page on Facebook (shameless 
plug). I look forward to the year ahead, 
and the opportunity to inspire a career 
path in surgery. 

James Waldron (MED V - LCS)
President of TASIN

The 
Australian 
Medical 
Association:  
Ask Me 

Anything

If you’re reading this copy of The Med-
ic (I don’t blame you – it’s excellent) 
there are good odds that you are, at 
least for the moment, a medical stu-
dent.  As a current Australian medical 
student, you are automatically a mem-
ber of the Australian Medical Student’s 
Association (AMSA) which represents 
you on issues at the national level – 
that’s wonderful, and AMSA does a 
fantastic job at it.

But ultimately, the aim here in med 
school is that we graduate and start 
work in the real world (as scary as 
that sounds), and that is where the 
Australian Medical Association (AMA) 
really begins to work for you.  If you 
have listened to a news report at all in 
the past couple of months, you have 
likely heard about the work that the 
AMA is doing nationally with respect 
to GP co-payments, and the freeze on 
inflation of Medicare rebates.

While this isn’t necessarily affect-
ing you (beyond perhaps potentially 
paying more at the GP if bulk-billing 
subsidies are cut), these discussions 
and decisions will almost invariably 
have an impact on not only your future 

professional selves, but also on your 
future patients, whatever decision is 
reached.

Beyond seeking the best outcome for 
the doctors we will one day be, the 
AMA is lobbying hard on issues that 
affect us medlets, right now.  Along-
side AMSA, recent lobbying issues 
include the changes to university fees 
that could increase costs to medical 
education, seeking to ensure that all 
graduates (particularly non-domestic 
students) can secure an intern posi-
tion the year following graduation, and 
pushing for a more sound and rational 
approach to training us in our immedi-
ate post-grad years, to help address 
the shortages in various specialties in 
specific areas.

My role as the AMA representative of 
TUMSS is to represent you at state 
AMA meetings – to give the AMA feed-
back on issues affecting Tasmanian 
medical students, and allow the AMA 
an avenue to approach the student 
cohort. As such, please talk to your 
TUMSS year reps, come and see me, 
or shoot me an email at ama@tumss.
org if you have issues or views you 
want voiced.  I would also urge all of 
you to become student members of 
the AMA (totally free through TUMSS!) 
if only to stay abreast of issues affect-
ing you now or in the not-too-distant 
future through the AMA’s publications.

Jack Lego (MED IV - LCS)
AMA Representative
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Your 

Australian 

Medical 

Students’ 

Association 

Update
Welcome to 2015! My name is David 
Titchen and I am currently studying 
up north at the Launceston Clinical 
School. As the Tasmanian AMSA 
Representative for 2015 I will be 
connecting our Tasmanian University 
Medical Students’ Society with our na-
tional body through voicing issues and 
concerns related to studying medicine 
in Tasmania. This is a quick guide as 
to what is happening for AMSA in the 
coming year. 

As you will read below, there are so 
many different opportunities provided 
by AMSA to complement and ener-
gise your medical degree. I strongly 
encourage you throughout the year 
to keep an eye out for these amazing 
experiences and to get involved when 
possible. You will not regret it!

National Convention 
Start counting your pennies and prac-
ticing your speed typing - the time and 
date to remember is 9pm on Tuesday 
24th March. For those who haven’t 
heard of the BIGGEST student run 
conference in the world, Convention 
is a jam-packed 7 day experience that 
brings world renowned speakers and 
an exhilarating social program to one 
lucky city each year. This year it is 
being held in Melbourne between the 
5th and 12th of July. 

Global Health Conference 
Perth GHC 2015 will be a Conference 
for everyone, packed with opportuni-
ties for anyone to join the conversa-
tion about global health. Perth 2015 
is shaping up to be a fantastic event 
following last year’s highly successful 
Sydney GHC, which attracted names 
such as Jose Ramos Horta and Julian 
Assange. GHC is held over five days 
between the 26th and 30th of August.  

AMSA Council
Council is the chief decision-mak-
ing body of AMSA, and three times 
per year representatives from all 20 
Australian medical schools congregate 
to discuss and ratify the public policy 
of the Association. Over your summer 
break AMSA’s Advocacy Team have 
been working tirelessly to represent 
Medical Students’ interests by acting 
on the important topics of university 
fee deregulation, the Abbott govern-
ment’s proposed Medicare changes 
and falling internship numbers. If you 
are interested, keep an eye out for 
applications to come as a guest of 
TUMSS to Council.
 
Leadership Development 
The National Leadership Develop-
ment Seminar (NLDS) is a three day 
event which brings together some of 
the brightest minds to challenge and 
develop their leadership and opinions. 
Each year it takes place in Canberra 
at the end of May. Separate from the 
NLDS, TUMSS runs the Tasmanian 
Leadership Development Seminar 
early in semester two. 

Get amongst it! Keep an eye out for 
event registration times throughout 
the year. If you have any questions 

Pathology 
Society
It just seems like yesterday when I 
was sitting in the lecture theatre and 
Dwight was introducing himself and 
the world of medicine to us. All the talk 
about how hard the coming years were 
going to be, how lucky we were to get 
into med school and how he would be 
teaching one of the most important 
subjects of first year- Pathology.

Now going into second year I realise 
how essential his talks and pathology 
were (I shouldn’t have procrastinated). 
I was lucky enough to find out about 
TSPS and become the chair of this 
new committee. TSPS- Tasmanian 
Student Pathology Society is a bud-
ding society which was founded by 
Adrian Lee within TUMSS.

We plan to have seminars, some in-
teresting talks and study sessions with 
the older years. This will increase the 
awareness and importance of pathol-
ogy and pathology related areas in 
clinical as well as non-clinical years. It 
will also help ensure that the younger 
students get more study material and 
are on the right path (pun intended).

Pathology can be a difficult subject 
to deal with, especially with all the 
details and complicated aetiologies. 
But I want to make it more of fun times 
rather than stressful cramming before 
exams. Being a new society I would 
love to have some input from anyone 
who is interested (or not). 

So find me somewhere in the Menzies 
and we can talk about this more! I look 
forward to this New Year and exciting 
upcoming opportunities.

Mrunmayee Bhalerao (MED II)
Chair of TSPS

about what AMSA has to offer or how 
to get involved please contact myself 
(amsa@tumss.org.au), or your Junior 
AMSA Representative Mason (jram-
sa@tumss.org.au).

David Titchen (MED IV - LCS)
AMSA Rep 
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We all have those moments where we 
do something ridiculously stupid. Let 
us make each others laugh and feel 
better about ourselves.

Good First 

Impression
This short tale begins on my first day 
of Med School. It was a disaster right 
from the start. I woke up late and 
being from the mainland somehow 
had the idea that Menzies was a part 
of the main campus. Of course it took 
me about an hour wandering aimlessly 
and a word from a kind soul to realise 
that I was completely in the wrong 
place. And so I arrived, sweaty and 
short of breath to the orientation. I sat 
down in the back row, hastily intro-
duced myself to a dude with glasses 
and guy with a mini ponytail. About 
halfway through the presentations I 
turned to one of the guys and said 
“Man, this whole orientation is so 
boring, when will it end” to which to 
friendly stranger politely replied “oh 
sorry, I don’t know”. The next couple 
of hours dragged by but at least I had 
made some new friends. A few days 
later I saw mini ponytail again, this 
time he wasn’t sitting in the back row 
but was at the front introducing himself 
as DCL, The Derek Choi-Lundberg. Of 
course he had to be the one lecturer 
who remembers everyone’s faces. A 
few years down the track and I am still 
mortified.

Got a story to 

share?

Send them to publications@tumss.org.
au under the subject ‘Med Students 
Confessions’ and we’ll print them - as 
long as it doesn’t break confidentiality, 
hurt anyone, or damage our communi-
ty’s reputation.
NOTE: As of 1980s, we no longertoler-
ate sexism, but we also don’t tolerate 
sexyism - no more stories about ‘the 
hot nurses.’

Med Student Confessions
Perfect Crime

At the time, I was trying to gain weight 
so I was having tonnes of protein 
shakes and beans. Naturally, this 
diet plan brewed a copious amount 
of eyes-stinging flatulence that was 
quickly ‘banned’ in my household. I 
was made to step outside to fart on 
the balcony. But it wasn’t an issue be-
cause (I thought) I could work around 
it. This, by the way, was happening 
over my surgical rotation which meant 
that I was oncall (and balcony-less) 
for many nights. Being my resilient 
self, I came up with the perfect sys-
tem: I’d planned to fart in a shared 
hospital room therefore ‘blaming’ it on 
the patients. “No one would be rude 
enough to question the patients” I 
thought, So I walked into a room that 
was occupied by 4 patients, picked up 
a vitals chart and inconspicuously let it 
rip. I surpressed my grin as the room 
began to smell like my uncle’s diabetic 
stockings. As I shuffled my way out of 
the room, a nurse walked in. I glanced 
behind me to see the nurse making 
her round, checking on the patients 
as per usual. I thought I’d committed a 
perfect crime - until the nurse walked 
up to me and say “That was serious-
ly disgusting! You can’t go farting in 
patients’ room like that.” “Sorry?” I 
nervously mumbled. She gave me an 
unimpressed look and said “You know 
that all the patients in there have ileus 
right? They all knew it was you.” 

For the non-medical readers: ileus 
is an ‘obstruction’ of the intestine, 
meaning it was unlikely they could 
have farted. Moral of the story: learn 
your patients’ histories before you try 
to frame them.

Confessions of a 

Brown Girl
So I walked into hospital one day with 
a new dress I had just bought, feeling 
pretty good about myself. We had a 
Bedside Teaching with a patient post 
cholecystectomy. A question asked 
by one of my colleagues was “what is 
the colour of your stool?” The patient 
paused and started looking around the 
room whilst saying “you know, normal 
colour like...” He fixated his wandering 
gaze on me, I held my breath. “Like 
her...” He pointed at me!... “Like her 
dress!” 
Yes my skin colour is brown, and yes 
my new dress was also brown. I now 
call it my stool dress (ps thanks for not 
jumping to conclusions) 
______________________________

I ate a man
So I was in first year. I didn’t like 
dissection but I didn’t mind it. I just 
thought it was tiring. On day, I was 
dissecting the palm, an especially del-
icate anatomical structural. I was tired 
and I wanted a breather. So I released 
the half dissected palm flap and 
sighed in defeat – which turned out to 
be a big mistake. The palm snapped 
onto the hand, splashing a concoc-
tion of fluid that was part fat tissue, 
part formaldehyde and into my ajared 
mouth. I instantly gaged and rushed 
to the sink where I ripped my cloves 
off and rinsed my mouth, thoroughly. 
I don’t think this makes me a cannibal 
but it definitely made me look like an 
idiot. 

Tip for future students: As bad as it 
smells in there, you’d breathe through 
your nose.


